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Abstract
The acoustic source amplitude of low-frequency modulated spark discharges is determined
experimentally. Burst and pulse-density modulation are utilized in order to generate source components at frequencies much lower than the pulse repetition frequency. Pulse sequences consist
of high-voltage pulses with 10 ns duration, 9 to 12 kV amplitude, and pulse repetition frequencies
up to 30 kHz. The source amplitude is experimentally determined by microphone measurements
in an impedance tube. Spurious components in the measured pressure signals, associated with
electromagnetic noise from the high-voltage discharges, are removed by appropriate data processing. The Fourier component of the electric power at the modulation frequency is determined by
phase-averaged pulse energy measurements, and the relation between electric power and sound
source amplitude is revealed. The effect of pulse energy, electrode gap distance, and the number of pulses per modulation period on the initialization phase, during which HV-pulses do not
generate sparks, is determined. An analytical model based on sound generation by unsteady heating is employed to estimate the acoustic source amplitude from the electrical power input; good
overall agreement with the measured source amplitudes is observed. The sound generated by
low-frequency modulated NRP discharges in the present work, with modulation frequencies in
the range of 50–1000 Hz, can be predicted well by assuming that the entire electrical power acts
as unsteady heating over the relevant timescales.
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1.

Introduction

Sound generation by gas discharges can be found in high electric fields (e.g., thunder during a storm
or the crackling noise by fluctuating corona discharges in high-voltage transmission lines). Due to
the resulting loss of signal quality, it is often desirable to avoid these phenomena. One of the first
studies making use of this mechanism of sound generation is the “singing arc” experiment from
Duddel [1], where an arc-lamp is excited to emit sound waves at frequencies in the audible frequency
range. Because of the lower power consumption compared to an arc, plasma in the corona and glow
regime is often used for sound generation. A review of different electric circuits for plasma sound
generation is given by Mazzola et al. [2]. One aspect all methods have in common is the need of
an at least partially ionized gas, which is usually provided by an electric field between two charged
electrodes. However, some applications show that a flame can be used instead [3]. Advantages of
plasma loudspeakers are the excellent high-frequency audio response; thus, they are used as highfidelity tweeters. Unlike traditional speakers, they have no moving parts and, therefore, a linear
acoustic response. Furthermore, due to the small and robust setup, plasma speakers can be used in
challenging environments.
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For an atmospheric pressure arc discharge, where the temperature increases up to 10 000 K [4],
unsteady heating is found to be the dominant sound generation mechanism. The discharge length in
typical applications is short compared to the relevant acoustic wavelengths so that this sound source
corresponds to a monopole, with an amplitude proportional to the rate of change of the heat energy
introduced into the source per unit of time [5]. Compared to arc discharges with several tens of
amperes, corona and glow plasmas are powered by low currents (less than 1 A). The temperature
of ions and neutrals remains almost equal to the ambient temperature [6], and the heat release rate
fluctuation has a negligible effect on the sound generation in comparison to the ionic wind. The
ionic wind is formed by charged species that follow the modulation of the electric field between
the two electrodes. Thus, the source term is described by an acoustic dipole [5]. However, the
electro-acoustical coupling mechanisms are investigated only in a few recent studies (e.g., [7]), and
all mentioned studies so far focus on discharge durations of up to several milliseconds or modulated
DC signals.
Recent studies have shown the potential of nanosecond repetitively pulsed (NRP) plasma for combustion applications, surface treatment, and flow control by providing significant unsteady heating and
species dissociation [8, 9]. Due to the high electron number density and the high electron temperature, interaction mechanisms of this non-equilibrium plasma with the surrounding medium can be
of thermal, chemical, and gas dynamical nature. For example, non-equilibrium plasma is utilized
in surface treatment applications for thin film coatings of complex carbon connections [10] and is
also used for aerodynamic flow control, taking advantage of the ionic wind by surface discharges
[11], between two parallel wires [12], and even in proximity of bow shocks in a supersonic airflow
environment [13]. In the field of plasma-assisted combustion, nanosecond discharges have a strong
impact on unsteady and transient phenomena such as combustion instabilities, ignition, and blow-off.
The potential of NRP plasma in affecting the dynamics of flames, with an electrical power of less
than 1% of the thermal power, is a topic of recent investigations as well as the control of combustion
instabilities by low-frequency modulated plasma discharges [14–16]. An extended operational range
of flames with plasma forcing is observed due to an increase in static flame stability [17, 18]. The
type of non-equilibrium plasma investigated in this context is generated by high-voltage pulses of less
than 200 ns duration and pulse repetition frequencies of 10 to 80 kHz.
In order to improve the understanding and to distinguish the different plasma interaction mechanisms, the present study focuses on low-frequency sound generation by NRP plasma discharges. NRP
discharges provide unsteady heating and species dissociation [8, 19]. Temporal changes in heat release rate and mixture molar mass are sources of sound [20, 21]. Due to the high pulse repetition rate,
the propagating pressure waves were usually investigated over much shorter time scales (< 3 µs) [22,
23] than relevant for typical applications, for example, in the field of combustor acoustics (> 1 ms). In
this study, low-frequency sound waves are generated by burst and pulse-density modulation of pulse
sequences with pulse repetition frequencies of 15–30 kHz, consisting of nanosecond pulses with 10 ns
duration and voltage amplitudes up to 12 kV. Both modulation methods provide the possibility to affect the acoustic field at frequencies much lower than the pulse repetition frequency. Furthermore,
the pressure amplitude is controlled by adjusting the number and/or the temporal position of the discharges in one period. In an initial study [24], it was shown that acoustic waves can be generated in
the targeted frequency range by low-frequency burst modulation and that this effect can be used for
control applications, such as suppressing thermoacoustic instabilities.
To assess the sound generation from modulated NRP discharges in a quantitative manner, the
acoustic source amplitude is determined experimentally in an impedance tube, by means of the socalled multi-microphone method [25]. Furthermore, an analytic estimate of the source amplitude
based on the measured electric power at the modulation frequency is introduced. Results are presented
for different modulation frequencies, pulse repetition rates, duty cycles, and electrode gap distances.
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2.

Sound generation from compact sources in chemically reacting gases

We consider a compact source of sound, i.e., one whose spatial extent is negligibly small compared
to the acoustic wavelength. The latter is of the order c/ f , where c is the speed of sound and f the
oscillation frequency. In a quiescent medium, a sound source can be quantified in terms of fluctuations
of the fluid expansion ∇ · u (u is the velocity vector). The velocity divergence can be written on the
basis of the mass balance:
1 dρ
,
(1)
∇·u=−
ρ dt
where ρ is the density and d/dt a material derivative. For an ideal gas with adiabatic species conversion, the density derivative can be written as [26]
1 dρ
1 dp
=
− σ,
ρ dt
γp dt

(2)

where p is the pressure and γ the ratio of specific heats; diffusive effects have been omitted. The
quantity σ, which is sometimes called thermicity [26], is given by
!
hs
1X M
−
ν sr M s rr
(3)
σ=
ρ s,r M s c p T
and mediates the transfer of chemical energy to mechanical energy through species conversion. Here,
M s is the molar mass of species s and h s its enthalpy, rr is the rate of the rth reaction, ν sr are stoichiometric coefficients, and M and c p are mixture molar mass and heat capacity at constant pressure;
T is the temperature. The first term in the brackets in Eq. (3) is related to a change in particle density, and the second corresponds to the heat release rate. Both are known as sources of sound in
low-Mach-number reactive flows [21].
Now for a compact acoustic source, we can take σ to be essentially of delta support. Substituting
then (3) and (2) in Eq. (1) and integrating over the arbitrarily small source volume yields
Z
Z
u · dA =
σ dV,
(4)
∂V

V

where the pressure integral has been neglected in view of the compactness of the source. In a ducted
configuration, in which only plane acoustic waves propagate (Fig. 1), we can thus write
(uds − uus ) A = Σ,

(5)

where u is the axial velocity component, ‘us’ and ‘ds’ refer to the states immediately upstream and
downstream of the source, and A is the cross-sectional area of the duct; Σ is the spatially integrated
thermicity. Since Eq. (5) is linear in all quantities, it holds in the same form in the frequency domain.
The one-dimensional acoustic field in a duct has two degrees of freedom at every axial location;
in frequency domain, these can be given by, for example, acoustic pressure and velocity phasors
p̂ and û. Alternatively, the acoustic state can be expressed in terms of the complex amplitudes of
the downstream and upstream traveling waves, fˆ and ĝ, which are related to the primitive variables
through [27]
p̂ = fˆ + ĝ,
ρ0 c0 û = fˆ − ĝ,
(6)
where ρ0 and c0 are mean density and mean speed of sound, respectively. By successively adding and
subtracting p̂ds /(ρ0 c0 ) and p̂us /(ρ0 c0 ) to Eq. (5), and noting that the two terms are equal because the
Mach number vanishes and the temperature does not change significantly, we obtain the two relations
ρ0 c0
Σ,
fˆds − fˆus =
2A

ĝus − ĝds =

ρ0 c0
Σ.
2A

(7)
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Figure 1: Sketch of duct with acoustically compact source and source-related wave amplitudes fS , gS ; assuming
ideal anechoic terminations

The differences in the wave amplitudes across the source domain quantify the acoustic source in terms
of pressure waves emitted upstream and downstream. In the following, these source terms are denoted
by fˆs = fˆds − fˆus and ĝ s = ĝus − ĝds .
In combustion phenomena with air as oxidizer, the first term in (3), which is related to changes in
the mixture molar mass or, in other words, to an increase or decrease in mole number, is insignificant
compared to the heat release rate (because of the dilution by essentially inert nitrogen) [21]. The
situation for NRP discharges is less clear. Part of the discharge energy (20% [28], 35% [29]) is spent
on the dissociation of oxygen molecules, which would contribute to the first term in (3). Dissociation
of N2 can be considered negligible [28]. The remaining energy accounts for two effects: ultra-fast
gas heating, approximately 25 ns after the discharge, and the excitation of the vibrational modes of
molecular oxygen and nitrogen [30].
Non-equilibrium discharges can provide a significant amount of heating [8, 29, 30]. Due to the
short duration of the discharge and the spatial inhomogeneity of the plasma, only a few experiments on
the efficiency of fast heating processes were conducted in high reduced electric fields (E/N > 80 Td).
Recent investigations on ultra-fast heating provided by non-equilibrium discharges showed that between (25 ± 10)% and (75 ± 25)% [23, 31] of the total energy input in nanosecond air discharges is
transferred to gas heating, between 20 up to 3000 ns after the discharge. However, these experimental
investigations were focused on much shorter time scales than relevant for the acoustic investigations
presented in this work (≈ 1 ms). During the post-discharge period (>1 µs), quenching processes and
vibrational–translational relaxation provide additional gas heating [30, 32, 33]. We can thus hypothesize that, for timescales of 1 ms or larger, which are relevant for the generation of acoustic waves
with frequencies up to 1 kHz, most of the discharge energy is converted into heat. If, accordingly, the
change in mixture molar mass is neglected in (3), the source amplitudes can be written as
γ−1
Q̂,
fˆs = ĝ s =
2Ac0

(8)

where Q̂ is the frequency domain quantity associated with the spatially integrated heat release rate:
Z X
Q=
h s ν sr M s rr dV.
(9)
V

s,r

It is shown in Section 5.3 that this is in good agreement with the experimental data acquired in the
present work.

3.

Low-frequency modulation of NRP discharges

Non-equilibrium plasma in this work is generated by NRP discharges with pulse repetition frequencies of up to 30 kHz. In order to generate acoustic waves at frequencies much lower than the pulse
repetition frequency, the high-frequency pulse train is modulated at frequencies in the range of 80
to 1000 Hz. The most simple way to generate pressure oscillations with short-duration pulses at frequencies much lower than the inverse pulse length is to generate discharges with a constant pulse
repetition frequency equal to the desired frequency. However, this method is quite static in terms of
4
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Figure 2: Illustration of the modulation methods: generation of pulse train by pulse-density modulation (a) and
burst-modulated signal, including different duty cycles (b).

pulse number and pulse density, thus power, which can be delivered as acoustic excitation; moreover, the power that can be provided in this way is generally low. More flexible methods are the
pulse-density modulation (PDM) and the pulse-width modulation (PWM), where the latter represents
a special case of the PDM. Further modulation methods are pulse-position modulation (PPM) and the
burst modulation (BM). Limitations in the choice of the modulation method are given by the highvoltage pulse generator (FID Technologies, FPG 10-30NM10) which is utilized for the investigations
in this work. Only high-voltage pulses with a constant pulse width of 10 ns as well as constant energy
per pulse can be produced. Due to these limitations, investigations presented here focus on PDM and
BM.
Figure 2(a) illustrates the principle of PDM. The dashed line represents a sine wave, which is to be
encoded in pulses (solid line). To determine the instant of each pulse, a sawtooth signal with constant
slope is generated (dash-dotted). Every time the saw-tooth hits the sine wave, a pulse is set, and the
sawtooth starts again. The number of pulses per period is determined by a combination of the offset
and the amplitude of the sine wave as well as the slope of the sawtooth. Burst-modulated signals are
generated from a high-frequency pulse train with a constant pulse repetition frequency that is gated
by a rectangular waveform. The modulation frequency and the number of pulses are adjusted by the
period and the duty cycle of the rectangular waveform (Fig. 2(b)).
To estimate the power amplitude at the modulation frequency, the modulated pulse sequence is
expressed as a Fourier series:
Z
∞
X

2 T
w(t)e−iΩtn dt .
(10)
w(t) = w0 +
|wn | cos nΩt + arg wn , with wn =
T
0
n=1
Here, Ω = 2π fmod and fmod is the modulation frequency. For the target frequency range of 100–
1000 Hz, the modulation period is much longer than the width of the high-voltage pulses, the latter
being of the order of 10–20 ns. The high-voltage pulse train can then be represented as a sequence of
Delta functions, with each peak weighted by the corresponding pulse energy. Therefore, the periodic
−1
sequence can be written as the sum of each pulse at position ti with 0 ≤ ti < T = fmod
and energy en :
w(t) =

N
X

en δ(t − tn ),

(11)

n=1

where the sum runs over all pulses in one modulation period. The pulse-train amplitude at the modulation frequency, Ŵ, is then given by
Ŵ = |w1 | =

N
2 X −iΩtn
en e
.
T n=1

(12)

Assuming identical contributions of all pulses (en ≡ e), one obtains a theoretical estimate of the
low-frequency amplitude depending on the pulse position and number of pulses through Eq. (12).
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Figure 3: Calculated amplitudes of burst (solid line) and pulse-density modulated signals (dashed line) for the
full duty cycle range

In order to generate signals with different source amplitude at the modulation frequency, the number of pulses per period (the duty cycle) is adjusted in this work. Under the assumption of constant
pulse energy with a constant fraction of energy converted into acoustic power, the effect of maximum
pulse number and pulse position on the amplitude at the modulation frequency can be calculated with
Eq. (12). Figure 3 shows the normalized amplitude as a function of the duty cycle. A duty cycle of
unity corresponds to the maximum number of pulses per period. For both modulation methods the
maximum number of pulses is defined by the ratio of the maximum pulse repetition frequency and the
modulation frequency: Nmax = fPRF / fmod . Actuation signals with zero or Nmax pulses evidently lead to
a zero amplitude at the modulation frequency. The latter is equal to a pulse sequence with equidistant
pulses. For burst-modulated signals, the duty-cycle dependence of the measured source amplitudes
is proportional to sin(πDC), and the maximum amplitude is achieved at a duty cycle of 50%. Due to
the properties of the modulation method, the maximum amplitude of pulse-density modulated signals
is slightly shifted to fewer pulses, equal to a duty cycle of 41%. The theoretical maximum achieved
with PDM reaches 54% of the burst-modulated amplitude only (Fig. 3).

4.

Experimental determination of sound generated by modulated NRP discharges

The modulated NRP discharges are acoustically investigated by axially distributed microphones in an
impedance tube. The tube has a total length of 2.35 m and a diameter of 40 mm (Fig. 4). Five 1/4-in.
condenser microphones (G.R.A.S. 40BP with preamplifier 26AC) are flush mounted each upstream
(us) and downstream (ds) of the acoustic source (S). The microphone signals are low-pass filtered
and amplified with a custom-made signal conditioner and sampled at 65 536 Hz with a data acquisition board (National Instruments cRIO 9074 with NI 9220 module). At half-length of the impedance
tube, two tungsten electrodes (2.4 mm diameter) are mounted in a pin-to-pin configuration; thus, the
discharge region is located in the center of the tube (Fig. 5). In order to avoid undesired discharges between the electrodes and the duct, the duct-segment is made of perspex. The electrodes are sharpened
with an opening angle of 75◦ , which is a compromise between durability and ignitability. Figures 5(b)
and (c) show pictures of the discharge region with non-modulated spark discharges ( fPRF = 30 kHz)
at two different exposure times of the camera [(b) 1/2 sec and (c) 1/500 sec]. A compact discharge
region between both tips of the electrodes can be observed. Acoustical foam (Basotect® ) is placed
over a length of 45 cm at both ends inside the impedance tube in order to reduce modal resonances
and improve the measurement accuracy. Plasma discharges produce species, which contaminate the
air in the duct. In order to ensure consistent air composition, small flushing channels with a diameter
of 5 mm carry a weak purging flow (less than 0.2 m/s, at a diameter of 40 mm), which continuously
removes the produced species.
Low-frequency trigger sequences of one period, for modulation frequencies between 50 and
6
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Figure 4: Experimental arrangement for acoustic source measurements: impedance tube set-up with five
microphones, one loudspeaker upstream and downstream of an acoustic source, and low-reflecting terminations
with flushing channels.
(a)

(b)

exposure time = 1/2 sec

(c)

exposure time = 1/500 sec

tungsten electrodes
(Ø 2.4 mm)

Figure 5: Acoustic source segment. Perspex duct section with two tungsten electrodes (a) and picture of the
discharge region, gap distance 4 mm, non-modulated spark discharges with fPRF = 30 kHz; images taken with
an exposure time of 1/2 sec (b) and 1/500 sec (c).

1000 Hz, are generated by both methods described in Section 3. Theses trigger sequences are sent
periodically via a digital 5V/TTL module (NI 9401) connected to a National Instruments data acquisition board (cRIO 9074) to the trigger port of the high-voltage generator. Due to the limited sampling
rate of 40 MHz, small variations in the modulation frequencies occur. This error becomes largest for
the highest modulation frequency but is bounded by 1.2 × 10−3 %.
4.1

Identification of the acoustic field with the multi-microphone method

For frequencies below 1.84 × c0 /(πd) ≈ 5 kHz, only plane waves propagate in the tube (d is the tube
diameter, Fig. 4) [34]. The pressure field in the frequency domain is then given by
p̂(x, ω) = fˆ(ω)e−ikx + ĝ(ω)eikx ,

(13)

where p̂(x, ω) is the acoustic pressure at axial position x and angular frequency ω = 2π f , and k = ω/c0
is the acoustic wavenumber. fˆ and ĝ correspond to the complex amplitudes of the downstream and
upstream traveling acoustic waves, respectively. The two wave amplitudes fˆ and ĝ can be determined
7
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as follows. Equation (13) is written for the Nmic measurement locations:

 

eikx1 
 p̂1   e−ikx1

  −ikx
 !
eikx2  fˆ
 p̂2   e 2
 ..  =  ..
..  ĝ ,
 .   .
. 

  −ikxNmic ikxNmic 
p̂Nmic
e
e

(14)

For a given frequency ω, this system is inverted in a in a least-squares sense to obtain fˆ and ĝ.
The whole acoustic system, sketched in Fig. 4, can be characterized by the back and forth traveling
waves fˆus , fˆds , ĝus , ĝds upstream and downstream of the acoustic source. Theses quantities are linked
by the scattering matrix S and the two source components fˆs and ĝ s [25]:
!
!
!
!
S 11 S 12 fˆus
fˆds
fˆs
=
+
.
(15)
S 21 S 22 ĝds
ĝus
ĝ s
The scattering matrix S describes reflection and transmission of the incident waves fus and gds at and
through the acoustic element. In the present investigation, the acoustic element is represented by the
tungsten electrodes (Fig. 5). The source components fˆs and ĝ s are independent of the incident field,
as they are generated by the modulated discharge pulse train. The scattering matrix is determined
through the application of the two-source method [35]. However, S is found to be the identity matrix within experimental uncertainty and thus can be considered acoustically transparent with respect
to the incident wave field. Given the wave amplitudes upstream and downstream of the discharge
element, which are determined by inversion of Eq. (14), the source components are determined as
fˆs = fˆds − fˆus ,
4.2

ĝs = ĝus − ĝds .

(16)

Mitigation of measurement noise

Acoustic measurement signals are always contaminated by noise, related to, for example, turbulent
flow, cooling fans of electrical devices, electronically induced noise, and other surrounding sounds.
Noise uncorrelated to the excitation signal can be significantly reduced in frequency domain by blockaveraging (e.g., Welch’s method). Due to the short rise time and the short pulse duration of the
high-voltage discharges applied in this study, strong electromagnetic disturbances propagate from the
discharge. These disturbances propagate through the air and cables with almost the speed of light.
Consequently, all microphones and electrical devices are affected by the electromagnetic (EM) field
nearly at the same time, but due to small variations (e.g., in cable length, electrical resistance, orientation to the propagating electromagnetic wave) not necessarily in the same manner. Due to the
coupling of the sound and the EM-field generation, these disturbances are correlated to the excitation
signal, and thus, cannot be removed by block-averaging. In order to reduce the impact of the EM disturbances on the data acquisition system, each microphone is covered by a copper envelope including
a copper mesh terminating the membrane side of the microphone, Fig. 6(b). Ten meter long cables,
connecting microphones and signal amplifier, are each surrounded by a copper mesh over the entire
length and electrically grounded on both sides, Fig. 6(a). In addition to that, 10 ferrites are evenly
distributed along each cable to further decrease the impact of the EM-field. The noise contamination
of the microphone signals was generally lowest when data acquisition board and microphone amplifier were placed as far as possible from the discharge. However, the correlated noise component was
found to be still significant in some test cases.
The spurious components in the measured pressure phasors, associated with the correlated EMnoise, are removed as follows. The frequency dependent reflection coefficient R relates reflected to
incident wave [27]; for example, downstream of the measurement segment, we have: ĝds = Rds fˆds , and
an analogous relation holds on the upstream side. Analogous to the determination of the scattering
matrix, the incident waves are determined by loudspeaker excitation upstream and downstream of
8
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Figure 6: (a) Image of impedance tube for acoustic source measurements including voltage and current probes;
microphones upstream and downstream of the acoustic source element are covered in copper mesh, including
several ferrites; (b) copper envelope of microphones

the source element. Since the reflection coefficients do not change when the plasma discharges are
activated, the ratio of incident to reflected wave remains the same in both conditions. The reflection
coefficients are then measured without discharges (no EM-noise), and this ratio of reflected to incident
wave is enforced onto the pressure phasors measured with discharges. Consider the measured, noisecontaminated vector of pressure phasors on the downstream side:
p̂ds,meas = p̂ds + ŝ,

(17)


T
where p̂ds = p̂1 p̂2 . . . are the true pressure phasors, and ŝ is noise correlated with the excitation.
The vector of true pressure phasors is then expressed by means of the reflection coefficient and the
amplitude of the downstream traveling wave:
p̂ds = a fˆds ,

with

 −ikx1 ikx1 
e 
!
e
e−ikx2 eikx2  1
a = 
.

 ..
..  Rds
.
.

(18)

With given downstream reflection coefficient, the wave amplitude fˆds is determined from the measured
pressure phasors by removing all components orthogonal to a:
aH p̂ds,meas
,
fˆds =
|a|2

(19)

where (·)H denotes the Hermitian transpose. The upstream traveling wave on the downstream side is
then simply obtained from ĝds = Rds fˆds . An analogous procedure on the upstream side yields the two
wave amplitudes fˆus and gus .
The reflection coefficients upstream and downstream of the acoustic element, Rus and Rds , are
determined with loudspeaker excitation and without plasma forcing. Only for this purpose, loudspeakers (Monacor, KU-516) near both low-reflecting terminations (see Fig. 4) were mounted. These
measurements are performed with the same conditions (purging flow, ambient temperature, microphone locations etc.)
4.3

Measurement of the spark energy

To relate the measured sound source amplitudes to the discharge power, it is important to only use
the Fourier component at the modulation frequency. The electrical pulse energy was determined from
electrode voltage and current, measured simultaneously with the acoustic signals. Figure 7 shows the
9
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Figure 7: Experimental arrangement for electrical measurements: electrodes with current and voltage probe
connected to electrical circuit with nanosecond pulse generator.

electrical circuit containing the current probe (Pearson current monitor Model 6585), the high-voltage
probe (PMK 4002), and the pulse generator (FID Technologies, FPG 10-30NM10) connected to the
two tungsten electrodes. The pulse energy en in conjunction with the corresponding time tn in Eq. (12)
determine the electrical power at the modulation frequency.
The local electric field between the electrodes is strongly dependent on the radius of curvature
of the electrode tips. Due to the high voltage and high pulse repetition frequency, a fast erosion of
the tungsten tips occurs. This strongly affects the possibility to create discharges, the breakdown
voltage and the energy per pulse. In pre-tests, reproducible results could be achieved with long-time
measurements of more than 30 min. The results presented here were obtained with electrodes which
are used for less than 20 min.
To determine the correct energy per pulse, the time delay (skew) of the voltage and the current
signals has to be taken into account. The skew is calculated from low-voltage measurements without
plasma discharges, whereby the air in the gap between the two tungsten electrodes is assumed to have
an ideal capacity C [36] with

Idisp = C

dU
,
dt

(20)

where Idisp and U denote the measured current and voltage signal. Therefore, the skew is determined
by the time shift of the measured current and the calculated current signal by Eq. (20). In the present
study, the skew is determined to approximately 2 ns.
In the spark regime, the measured total current Itot is the sum of a displacement Idisp and a conduction current Icond [29]. Idisp corresponds to the charging of the capacitance formed by the electrodes,
and Icond to the flowing electrons through the plasma [29]. In fact, the relevant part of the current,
which provides ultra-fast air heating, is the conductive current. The displacement current is measured
at initial pulses with an energy of less than 100 µJ, for which no discharge occurs. Representative
current and voltage signals, as well as the corresponding energy and power, are shown in Fig. 8.
In the spark regime, the displacement component of the measured current is small compared to the
conductive one (see Fig. 8(b)).
A peak voltage of 11 kV and a measured total current of 55 A is reached, which results in a peak
power of 200 kW and an energy per pulse of 2.6 mJ. In the following, only the energy calculated with
the conductive current is used.
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Figure 8: Representative signals of spark discharges: voltage U (a); measured total current Itot , conductive
current Icond , and displacement current Idisp (b); power Pcond calculated with U& Icond (c); cumulative energy
Econd (d)
Table 1: Parameter combinations of gap distance, pulse repetition frequency, and reduced electric field for
which acoustic and electrical energy measurements were made; modulation method is also given.

5.

Case
Modulation

1
BM

2
BM

3
BM

4
BM

5
BM

6
BM

7
BM

8
BM

9
BM

10
BM

11
BM

12
BM

13
PDM

14
PDM

d (mm)
fPRF (kHz)
E/N (Td)

4
20
96

4
25
95

4
27
96

4
29
92

4.5
20
90

4.5
25
90

4.5
27
86

4.5
29
85

5
20
87

5
25
83

5
27
80

5
29
79

4
30
100

4
30
78

Results and discussion

Spark formation and sound source amplitude were investigated for both modulation methods and for
various gap distances, pulse repetition frequencies fPRF , and average reduced electric field E/N, see
Tab. 1. In the present work, E/N is calculated from the mean peak voltage. To ensure discharges
in the spark regime, PDM signals were investigated with a maximum pulse repetition frequency of
30 kHz and a gap distance of 4 mm. PDM signals are generated with two different maximum pulse
energy levels of approximately 2.2 mJ (E/N = 100 Td) and 1.0 mJ (E/N = 78 Td). For both methods,
signals with modulation frequencies from 80 to 1000 Hz and duty cycles in the range of 0.05 to 0.95
were investigated. The mean energy of the discharges is between 1.0 and 2.5 mJ, depending on the
pulse repetition frequency, gap distance, and the curvature of the electrode tips.
Representative pressure signals and corresponding spectra, measured at microphone position us2
in the impedance tube (see Fig. 4), are shown in Fig. 9 for burst-modulated and in Fig. 10 for pulsedensity modulated signals. The top figures qualitatively illustrate the corresponding trigger signals.
A clear response at the modulation frequency of 208 Hz with higher harmonics can be observed for
both methods. Due to the square wave form, odd harmonics are more pronounced for burst signals.
5.1

Energy per pulse and initialization pulses

In order to determine the component of the electric power at the modulation frequency, it is essential to consider the development of the pulse energy during one modulation period. During burst11
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Figure 9: Burst modulation: (a) sketch of trigger signal, (b) pressure signal and (c) corresponding power
spectral density, measured in the impedance tube (microphone position: us2 , see Fig. 4); fmod = 208 Hz,
fPRF,max = 28 kHz, DC = 0.5
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Figure 10: Pulse-density modulation: (a) sketch of
trigger signal, (b) pressure signal and (c) corresponding power spectral density, measured in the impedance
tube (microphone position: us2 , see Fig. 4); fmod =
208 Hz, fPRF,max = 28 kHz, DC = 0.5

modulated plasma actuation, weak pulses without spark formation occur at the beginning of each
burst-modulated pulse train. The pulse energy of these 2 to 5 pulses is very low compared to the
following ones, independent of the duty cycle and electrode gap distance. The average electrical
power at the modulation frequency is thus reduced, and it is important to consider this effect. To
this end, four phase-averaged measurements of 40 pulses in the modulation cycle were acquired. For
burst-modulated signals, the first 25 pulses and 15 pulses equidistantly distributed over the remaining
high-gated period were measured. Figure 11 shows measured (open circles) and linearly interpolated
(background color map) pulse energies, corresponding to burst-modulated plasma forcing. The energy is measured for duty cycles in the range of 0.05 to 0.95. Top and bottom plots represent the
corresponding pulse trains for maximum (top) and minimum (bottom) duty cycle. The pulse energy
remains fairly constant for burst-modulated signals, except for the first few initialization pulses. This
justifies using interpolation for determining the non-measured pulse energies.
Pai [36] observed an increasing pulse energy with the pulse repetition frequency in a pin-to-pin
set-up at 1000 K with 1.6 m/s flow speed. For pulse-density modulated signals, the distance between
two pulses is not constant and, therefore, neither is the pulse energy. Pre-tests have shown that two
phase-averaged measurements of 50 equidistant pulses are able to capture the fluctuating pulse energy,
for signals investigated in this work. Values that were not measured are determined by interpolation.
Figure 12 shows representative pulse energies for pulse-density modulated signals at a modulation
frequency of 144 Hz (analogous to Fig. 11). The duty cycle for PDM signals describes the ratio
of the actual number of pulses per period to the maximum number with a constant pulse repetition
frequency of 30 kHz. Regions with a low momentary pulse repetition frequency (bottom left of the
middle figure) contain pulses with lower energy than regions with a higher pulse repetition frequency
(top right). Furthermore, the energy decreases slightly in regions with very high pulse repetition
frequency (see marked region).
Figure 13 shows the measured pulse energy from pulse-density modulated signals of all investi12
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Figure 11: Pulse energy for burst-modulated high-frequency NRP discharge trains: measured (circles) and
interpolated (colormap) pulse energy over one period (bottom axis) for various duty cycles at fmod = 144 Hz,
fPRF = 28 kHz; top and bottom frames illustrate the pulse positions for the maximum duty cycle and for the
minimum, respectively.

gated cases (see Tab. 1). The instantaneous pulse repetition frequency is defined by the time to the
previous pulse. Although the pulse energy is not only affected by the previous pulse (e.g., gap distance, electrode geometry, remaining species [37]), a clear trend can be observed. The pulse energy
increases with the pulse repetition frequency until the maximum is reached at approximately 10 kHz.
For higher pulse repetition frequencies, the pulse energy slightly decreases. To remain within the
spark regime, the minimum pulse repetition frequency in the measured test cases is set to 2 kHz.
5.2

Effect of modulation duty cycle on sound amplitude and the advantage of the noise
mitigation step

The effect of the duty cycle on the amplitude of the acoustic source is determined from measurements
with burst and pulse-density modulated signals, for different modulation frequencies. The duty cycle
is varied by changing the number of pulses per modulation period. To illustrate the advantage of
the noise mitigation technique, the data are evaluated with and without the additional processing step
described in Section 4.2. This aspect is discussed first.
Advantage of the noise mitigation technique

Due to the steep rising edge and the high amplitude of the pulse voltage (see Fig. 8), a strong electromagnetic field, correlated with the modulation signal, contaminates the microphone signals. The
technique described in Section 4.2 is applied to remove these spurious components. Figure 14 shows
the measured source amplitude with and without noise mitigation for different duty cycles and modu13
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low
PRF

high
PRF

Figure 12: Pulse energy for pulse-density modulated high-frequency NRP discharge trains: measured (circles)
and interpolated (colormap) pulse energy over one period (bottom axis) for various duty cycles at fmod =
144 Hz, fPRF,max = 30 kHz; top and bottom frames illustrate the pulse positions for the maximum duty cycle
and for the minimum, respectively.

lation frequencies. The dashed line shows the amplitude when a constant pulse energy is assumed (see
also Fig. 3), multiplied by the maximum value to fit the data obtained with noise mitigation. Without noise mitigation, the data at low modulation frequencies is significantly contaminated by spurious
components. Data calculated with noise mitigation according to Eq. 19 shows the expected duty cycle
dependence. In the following sections, only results from noise-removed data are discussed.
The sensitivity of the multi-microphone method to measurement errors is described by Jang et
al. [38]. They show that the estimation error is proportional to a singularity factor, which is calculated
from the microphone locations as well as the number of microphones used. Figure 15 shows representative singularity factors dependent on the microphone number in the upstream and downstream
section of the impedance tube for the frequency range of 40 to 1200 Hz (see Fig. 4). An increasing
number of microphones reduces the singularity factor significantly; therefore, the results shown in this
work are calculated with five microphones. However, below 150 Hz the singularity factor strongly increases, which can be also observed in the frequency dependent level of spurious components in
Fig. 14.
Effect of modulation duty cycle on sound amplitude

Figure 16 compares the duty-cycle dependence of the measured source amplitudes for burst [Fig. 16(a)]
and pulse-density modulated [Fig. 16(b)] signals with the corresponding ideal curve (dashed). For
burst-modulated signals, the duty-cycle dependence of the measured source amplitudes is proportional to sin(π DC). The measured source amplitudes are slightly shifted to higher duty cycles. This
originates from the few initialization pulses (non-ignited sparks, see Sec. 5.1) at the start of each new
14
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Figure 13: Pulse energy as a function of the pulse repetition frequency, measured from pulse-density modulated
signals: gap distance 4 mm, fPRF,max = 30 kHz

modulation period. The relative contribution of the non-ignited sparks increases for higher modulation frequencies because the total number of pulses per period decreases. This explains the stronger
shift for higher modulation frequencies, which is observed in Fig. 16(a).
The effect of low-energy pulses becomes negligibly small for pulse-density modulated signals.
Due to the characteristics of the modulation method, the number of low-energy pulses decreases with
increasing duty cycle and becomes zero for signals with duty cycle larger than 50% (see Fig. 12).
Furthermore, due to the shorter pulse distances, the impact of low-energy pulses is generally smaller.
Hence, the measured acoustic source amplitude is very close to the ideal one [Fig. 16(b)].
5.3

Comparison of the measured source amplitudes with the theoretical estimate

If all the electrical power at the modulation frequency is contributed to unsteady heating, over a
timescale that is short compared to the acoustic period, an analytic estimate of the acoustic source
amplitude is given by Eq. (8), with the heat release rate fluctuation Q̂ replaced by the electric power
amplitude [Eq. (12)]. Figure 17 shows the measured data and those calculated from the pulse energy
for burst-modulated [Fig. 17(a)] and pulse-density-modulated [Fig. 17(b)] signals for all test cases
(see Tab. 1). Taking into account measurement inaccuracies in the experimental acoustic source determination as well as measurement errors in the pulse energy, experimental data and model agree
well. For burst-modulated signals, a direct dependence of the source amplitude on gap distance, pulse
repetition frequency, average pulse energy, and reduced electric field could not be observed. These
parameters affect the sound source amplitude indirectly through the pulse energy and the electric
power component at the modulation frequency [Eq. (12)].
The accuracy of the experimentally determined wave amplitudes can be estimated by comparing
the measured pressure phasors, p̂meas , with those reconstructed from the wave amplitudes by Eq. 14.
The latter is referred to as the estimated pressure field, p̂est . The relative error estimate is then obtained
as
|p̂meas − p̂est |
.
(21)
ε=
|p̂meas |
This relative error is used for the vertical error bars in Fig. 17. Horizontal error bars correspond to
uncertainty in the calculated source amplitude originating from the measurement inaccuracy of the
pulse energy. The latter is estimated from pulses without discharge, for which the pulse energy should
be zero when calculated by the conductive current only.

6.

Conclusions

Sound generation from low-frequency modulated NRP discharges was investigated experimentally.
Acoustic waves with amplitudes up to 40 Pa could be generated with burst and pulse-density modula15
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Figure 14: Acoustic source amplitude for various duty cycles measured at different modulation frequencies
with burst modulation: comparison of results with and without noise mitigation.
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tion, in the frequency range of 50 to 1000 Hz, which is much lower than the pulse repetition frequency
(10 to 30 kHz). The spectral amplitude at the modulation frequency can be varied with both methods
by controlling the number and/or temporal position of the discharges in one period.
The measured pressure signals were strongly contaminated by EM disturbances associated with
the nanosecond discharges. The impact of signal contamination on the measured acoustic source
amplitudes is particularly high at low modulation frequencies because the identification of the acoustic wave amplitudes is more sensitive at larger wavelengths. Spurious components were removed
from the microphone signals with a special technique. This technique utilizes the acoustic boundary
conditions upstream and downstream of the measurement section, which can be measured with high
accuracy without plasma discharges.
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Figure 15: Singularity factors SF associated with the (a) upstream and (b) downstream microphone array, for
different numbers of microphones.
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Figure 17: Comparison of measured sound source amplitudes and calculations using Eq. (8), with the heat
release rate fluctuation amplitude replaced by the electrical power amplitude at the modulation frequency. (a)
Burst-modulated signals, (b) pulse-density-modulated signals; ideal correspondence is given by the dashed blue
line.

The sound generation from low-frequency modulated NRP discharges can be estimated with good
quantitative accuracy with a model based on unsteady heating. The only input to this model is the
Fourier component of the electrical power at the modulation frequency. This quantity can be calculated from the energy per pulse and the pulse sequence.
When burst modulation is applied, no breakdown occurs for the first 2 to 5 high-voltage pulses
in every modulation period. This is observed in many repeated energy measurements but becomes
also apparent when the duty-cycle dependence of the sound source amplitude is considered, which
features a maximum shifted to duty cycles higher than 50%. As the number of non-fired sparks is
approximately constant, this effect is more pronounced at higher modulation frequencies, for which
the total number of pulses per modulation period decreases (when the PRF is held constant).
Pulse-density modulated pulse trains with a duty cycle below 50% are found to be overestimated
compared to the model predicted ideal case, while sequences with a higher duty cycle matched well
for all tested cases. Non-ignited sparks occur only when the inter-pulse time is larger than 0.1 ms.
Thus, pulse-density modulation is not affected by non-ignited pulses when the duty cycle is at least
50%. However, for a given minimum pulse distance (maximum PRF), burst modulation provides a
larger Fourier component at the modulation frequency compared to pulse-density modulation and,
therefore, a higher sound source amplitude.
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Over the entire set of experimental data, the measured sound source amplitude agreed well with
the theoretical model based on unsteady heating. The effects of pulse repetition frequency, gap distance, reduced electric field, and modulation method are captured through the electrical pulse energy.
We can thus conclude that for the present investigations with NRP spark discharges corresponding to
reduced electric fields in the range of 78 Td to 100 Td, cumulative unsteady heating is the dominant
source of sound at modulation frequencies up to 1 kHz.
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